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Executive Summary
Holmes Solutions has presented two projects that require similar solutions - ice removal from the
Switchback and the Whoosh, with the Switchback’s cables currently being the primary focus.
The Frost Fighters have been tasked to find a way to stop ice formation on the Switchback’s
cables so that the ride can operate safely in cold climates and during the colder months of the
year. To be an adequate solution, the chosen de-icing method must operate in temperatures from
-10°C to 40°C and be on standby in temperatures from -40°C to 60°C. In addition, it must
prevent any falling debris that may harm people or cause damage to the environment underneath.
Without a solution in place, ice on the cable reduces the coefficient of friction between the
wheels of the trolley and the cable itself, which could prevent adequate braking prior to corners.
Excessive ice and frost also have the potential to cause the cable to sag under the additional
weight, which would create larger inclines in certain areas, thus creating a hazard for ride
participants. Additionally, blocks of ice left frozen on the cable can pose the risk of derailment.
With this in mind, the team has chosen to pursue a thermal approach to combat ice formation.
While many thermal approaches were considered, the Frost Fighters decided to pursue a final
solution that involves a heat cable being strapped to the underside of the ride’s main cable. The
top of the heat cable is in direct contact with the underside of the main cable and insulation
encapsulates all heat cable surfaces - the underside and sides - that would otherwise be exposed
to the air. These components are bound together by attachments that are of adequate thickness
for the Switchback’s wheels to pass over unhindered. This heat cable setup is connected directly
to a wifi junction box which is supplied 240V by the electrical grid and protected by a 40A
circuit breaker. The inclusion of a wifi junction box allows remote operation of the heated cable
via an included phone app that can also be set on a regular schedule.
With this setup in place, the Switchback will be able to safely operate in cold climates and during
the colder months of the year. By staying operable year-round, Holmes Solutions’ Switchback
profits will increase as the number of operable days will rise. In addition, Holmes Solutions will
have an effective method to remove ice and prevent ice formation which may one day be utilized
in Holmes’ other “Whoosh” project - which is essentially a larger scale Switchback - as well as
other cable systems.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Holmes Solutions is the innovative engineering company that, among their many projects,
developed the Switchback and the Whoosh. The Switchback is a recreational ride system that
integrates cables and rails, allowing riders to experience movement similar to both a zipline and
rollercoaster. The Whoosh is a transportation system that also uses cables and rails, and will
allow riders to be comfortably transported in an enclosed trolley through the air to their
destinations. For both systems, a dangerous problem arises when operating in cold climates and
during the colder months of the year: ice formation. Therefore, Holmes Solutions - first focusing
to fix this issue with the Switchback cables - is sponsoring the Frost Fighters, an interdisciplinary
senior project team from Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, to find a way to stop ice formation on their
Switchback cables so that the ride can operate safely in cold climates and during the colder
months of the year.
The overall goal of the Frost Fighters is to develop, test, and analyze an anti-icing and/or deicing and/ or anti-icing system that will keep ice off of the cables, and/or remove ice with
sufficient speed and frequency while the trolley is in use. As stated before, this system will be
initially used for the Switchback. The solution’s most important goal is to ensure that there is no
ice remaining on the portions of cables which come in contact with the trolley wheels due to ride
failure and safety concerns. For the scope of this project, de-icing the cables is the primary focus,
and de-icing the rails was a stretch goal.
To create a structured approach of organizing customer requirements and engineering
requirements, a QFD, or quality function deployment, was constructed by creating a house of
quality (Appendix B). By creating a QFD, the key design specifications of the de-icing system
were able to be measured, compared, and targeted in order to evaluate designs in accordance
with these values. Relationships between the customer requirements and the engineering
requirements were established, allowing these design characteristics to be ranked in importance
relative to one another. This QFD ultimately enables a goal based design process in which
specific target values may be attained.
The engineering specifications (Table I) arose from the customer requirements. Holmes was very
specific about their requirements, so the majority of engineering requirements were directly
obtained from the customer. Holmes informed us that any device should be less than 150 kg if
added to the already existing trolley due to how much weight the cable can safely hold (740kg
point load). This specific weight requirement stems from the need to prevent cables from bowing
in the middle, which could increase the angle of descent beyond a safe value; heavier weights
that are evenly distributed and not point masses are acceptable. If the solution were attached to
the Switchback itself, the size of any external solution would need to remain within a 250mm x
450mm area, which is the clearance profile of the trolley’s attachment, as to to allow the cable
and rail supports to pass by (Figure 1).1 The clearance profile constraints are due to the support
structure, cable, and rail locations. Any solution which would roll along the cable would have to
remain within the side clearance profile. If a device were to be attached to the front or back of
the existing switchback, it would have to extend no further than 300mm in front of and/or behind
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the trolley (Figure 2). This side profile limitation relates to the minimum corner radius of
1.5meters. If additional space is required, the device may extend downward into the passenger
basket (approximately the height of a customer). If any components do extend downward past
the 450mm mark, the pitch and roll pivot axes would have to be taken into consideration such
that the movement would not cause damage to the device and the device would not obstruct the
movement of the trolley. Thus, any device attached to the switchback which remains within the
confines of the clearance profile will be simpler to implement, but the space below the clearance
profile is available as well if needed. Extending to the sides and above the clearance profile,
however, is strictly prohibited to avoid collision with surrounding support and track elements.

Figure 1. Customer Drawing of the Required Clearance Profile (Front View).1
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Figure 2. Customer drawing of the Required Clearance Profile (Side View).1

The acceptable noise level is 118dB, which is what the screams of the riders were estimated to
be, but 67dB is the desired limit, which is the current belt noise that is emitted by the trolley.
Both of these sound measurements shall be taken 1 meter from the source. A coefficient of
friction with a minimum of 0.3 must be maintained for the wheel to safely drive the trolley on
the cable and rail. For reference, the coefficients of friction for a dry or wet cable are 1.0 and 0.3,
respectively. It would be slightly preferable for the cable to be dry rather than wet, but as this
device may be operated in wet conditions, it is acceptable to also keep the cable wet in cold
conditions. Ice is not allowed because it drops the coefficient of friction to 0.2, and oil and grease
may not be used because the coefficient drops even lower to 0.1. It is acceptable to have ice on
any surfaces which will not come in contact with the wheels, which includes the undersides of
the cables. Holmes has stated that it is acceptable for any ice melted on the top half of the rail to
reform at the bottom portion of the cable, so long as the top 270° of the cables remain completely
ice free. Only minimal nontoxic debris (< 1 cm^3) may fall on the environment below during
operation to maintain comfortability and safety. This amount, expressly stated by Holmes
Solutions engineers, allows for small particles, such as snow or water droplets, to fall from the
cable during the deicing process. This allowed debris takes into consideration the fact that this
device may be running while it is already snowing or raining. It is acceptable for water to remain
on the cable or drip from it. It is also acceptable for large debris to fall at startup. This falling
debris size constraint only applies during the hours of switchback ride operation; at startup, the
device is allowed to break off large chunks of snow and ice that may have accumulated overnight
before the park opens up to customers. In other words, before park hours of operation, the device
may allow any size of snow, ice, or frost to fall, so long as the debris which falls remain nontoxic and environmentally friendly. Device operators must be capable of controlling when these
large chunks of debris will fall through remote operation such that it can be guaranteed no people
are beneath at this time.
8

To minimize wait time for the riders, delays caused by the de-icer solution are expected to be
less than 10 minutes per 1000m per hour. It is desirable that these delays only occur twice per
day, but once per hour is acceptable. Holmes is allowing the team a budget of up to $50,000 to
build an operable de-icing solution. If the solution requires the use of a switchback battery, up to
3 kW of power may be used per hour. It should be kept in mind that, when compared with
constraints such as safety and thoroughness of the elimination of ice, price and energy efficiency
are of less importance. All efforts shall be made to keep below these limits, but not to the
expense of these other critical requirements. The 3kW is merely the electrical limitation of the
current switchback, but if an alternative fuel source is used, such as a diesel motor, or if a larger
power source is used, or if the electrical grid is utilized, this limit may be easily increased. The
de-icer solution will undergo annual maintenance where individual parts may be replaced for up
to $25,000, but the overall system is expected to last no less than 10 years. If a chemical
approach is taken to de-ice and/or anti-ice the cable and rails, absolutely no toxic chemicals may
be used due to the safety risks and environmental damage they may cause. To be
environmentally friendly, depending on the solution, carbon dioxide emissions should be
minimized. This is one of the few engineering specifications not explicitly stated by the
customer, so it was decided by the Frost Fighters that the solution would likely resemble a device
traveling over a distance of rails to de-ice, so the limit of CO2 should not exceed 12g/km; this is
less than that of a motorcycle. The Switchback is intended to be able to be built all around the
world, hence it will need to withstand most climates and temperatures; therefore a viable deicing solution will have to be able to operate in a standby temperature range of -40 to 60°C and
an operational temperature range of -10 to 40°C. The cable itself must also not be heated above
an average of 40°C, though during any melting process it would be acceptable for the surface
temperature of the cable to reach 80°C. Testing has confirmed these temperatures do not release
any of the internal lubrication.
Please note that along with the Engineering Specifications (Table I), there are parameters to
assess the risk and compliance of each requirement. Risk refers to the difficulty of meeting the
given specification ; ‘H’ refers to a high-risk requirement, ‘M’ is for medium-risk, and ‘L’ is for
low-risk. Compliance refers to the method in which each requirement will be met; ‘A’ is for
analysis, ‘T’ is for testing, ‘S’ is for similarity to existing designs, and ‘I’ is for inspection. It is
also worth noting that there can be multiple methods of compliance used for any given
engineering specification.
Table I: Engineering Specifications of the Holmes De-Icer Project

Spec. #

Parameter
Description

Requirement
Or Target
(Units)

Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

1

Toxic
chemicals

None

Max

L

A

9

2

Carbon dioxide
emissions

12g/km*

Max

M

A, T, S, I

3

Power needed
for use

3 kW/hr**

Max

M

T

4

Debris that Can
Fall at Startup

Any, but
controlled

Max

L

T

5

Debris that can
fall throughout
the day

1 cm3 of water

Max

M

I, T

6

Coefficient of
friction
between
wheel and
cable

0.3

Min

H

I, T

7

Cost of
production

$50,000

Max

L

A

8

Cost of annual
operation and
maintenance

$25,000

Max

L

A

9

Daily Cost of
Operation

$1000

Max

L

A

10

Life of product

10 years for
control system,
with annual
maintenance

Min

L

A

11

Noise Level

118dB, but
~67dB is
desired

Max

L

T

12

Degree of
Autonomy

Remotely
operated

Target

M

T, S

13

Weight (point
mass)

150 kg

Max

L

A, T, S, I

14

Size***

250mm x
450mm

Max

L

I, A

15

Delay time

10 min delay

Max

M

T, S

10

(as a result of
operation)

per 1000m per
hour****

16

Maximum
Cable
Temperature

Surface: 80°C
Average: 40°C

Max

M

T

17

Operation
temperature

Operating:
-10 to 40°C
(14 to 104°F)

Min-Max

H

T

18

Ice Remaining
on Cable

No Ice on top
270° of cable

Target

H

T, I

19

Materials
allowed on top
270° of cable

1mm

Max

L

I

* The carbon dioxide emissions specification was determined by assuming that the device should ideally
have emissions less than those allowed in California for a motorcycle made after 2008 under 280CC.2
** This constraint assumes that the device is being operated by the switchback battery
*** The shape must also accommodate the profile of the switchback itself in order to traverse that rails
and cables.
**** Ideally, de-icing would only need to be done twice per day, but one de-icing session per hour is
acceptable, so long as the de-icing takes less than 10 minutes to de-ice at least 1000m of track.

The Frost Fighters have been operating efficiently together towards the goal of creating a viable
de-icing solution. Each team member - Brooke Marvin, a materials engineer; Shanna Plouff, an
electrical engineer; Christian DeGrood, a mechanical engineer; James Lavelle, a general
engineer - brings unique personal experience that is extremely relevant to the group dynamic.
During the year, the team referred to a Gantt Chart that outlines all tasks and completion dates
(Appendix C). The team also constructed a schedule of milestones (Table II), along with
deadlines, that they strived to meet; all milestones have been successfully completed.
Table II: Schedule of Project Milestones for the School Year of 2021-2022

Fall Quarter
Week

Date

Deliverable

Progress

2

9/29

Team Intro Letter to Sponsor

Completed

5

10/18

Project Requirements Document

Completed

10

12/2

Conceptual Design Report

Completed

Winter Quarter

11

Week

Date

Deliverable

4

1/25

Solution(s) Selection

Completed

6

2/22

Critical Design Review Report

Completed

8

2/24

Presentation to Sponsor

Completed

10

3/11

Project Update Memo to Sponsor

Completed

Spring Quarter
Week

Date

Deliverable

3

4/12

Hardware and Software Demo

Completed

10

6/3

Final Project Report

Completed

During the course of Fall Quarter, the team has completed the Team Intro Letter to Sponsor, the
Project Requirements Document, and the Conceptual Design Report. During the course of
Winter Quarter, the team has completed the Solution Selection, the Critical Design Review
Report, the Presentation to the Sponsor, and the Project Update Memo to the Sponsor. Finally,
during Spring Quarter the team has completed the Hardware and Software Demo, and this report
marks the completion of the Final Project Report.
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Chapter 2: Background
Ice removal and prevention is an issue for nearly every industry that must battle cold climates.
This project differs from previously faced cable de-icing problems due to the specific setup of
the switchback (Figure 3). Existing de-icing approaches are not able to meet customer
requirements without adjustment, so the Frost Fighters are working to produce a new design.

Figure 3. ‘Lumberjack Feud’ SWITCHBACK® gravity ride in pigeon Forge.3

The switchback is a device capable of traversing both cables and rails with seamless transitions
between each. The switchback differs from similar previous technology, such as ski lifts, in that
the cable and rail elements are all stationary while the switchback moves via drive wheels. These
polyurethane wheels propel the switchback forward using friction. Alignment wheels also exist,
which are used to correct for side-to-side swing during the transitions from cable to rail. The
switchback contains a rechargeable battery, as well as a battery-powered electric motor and
control system with onboard sensors. There are multiple options for the rider seat. The main
benefit of this ride is the ability to span great distances in mountainous areas with the tensioned
cable portions while also maintaining the ability to turn corners with rail portions. An example of
the rail section (Figure 4), along with the support structure (Figure 5) and the transitional
alignment section (Figure 6) are shown below.
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Figure 4. Switchback rail details.3

Figure 5. Support Structure for the Switchback.3

Figure 6. Alignment section transitioning from cable to rail.3
In normal operating conditions, the cable is meant to flex slightly. To allow this flex, the cable is
made of roughly 100 strands which are lubricated. The strands are surrounded by galvanized
steel, which prevents the lubrication from reaching the surface of the cable. Due to this setup, too
high of temperature is hazardous because it may cause lubrication to leak through to the outside
of the cable, thus reducing the coefficient of friction between the cable and wheels. Weight
constraints also apply to the whole apparatus. Too much weight can result in bowing of the
14

cable, which may temporarily increase the downward slope, resulting in faster speeds than are
desired. The solution must remain environmentally friendly, so toxic chemicals must be avoided.
This project is crucial for the Switchback to be able to be used in the mountains as Holmes
desires. The switchback is based on new technology, and as such will require a new de-icing
solution which accommodates all the unique aspects of its design. Despite the fact that existing
solutions cannot be directly used without modification and thorough testing, the prior history of
the topic of de-icing is thorough and has been implemented in a variety of ways. The main ways
in which ice is typically removed and kept off from rails and cables are chemically, thermally,
mechanically, and by lowering the freezing point. Sometimes multiple methods are used on a
single device at the same time. These various methods and their possible applicability to this
project will be explored next, as well as some specific information about ice conditions which
may be faced.
Ice Characteristics:
This project must be made suitable for a variety of types of ice, including glaze ice, which is
formed near 0°C, and rime ice, which is formed at lower temperatures.4 Glaze ice, which tends to
take longer to freeze and is harder and denser than rime, will likely be the bigger issue for the
Switchback, though the ice taking more time to form is good since it could provide more time to
attempt to remove the ice before it poses a safety hazard.4 Pure rime ice will likely only be faced
in the early morning since it requires temperatures below -15°C to form, so it won’t be forming
while the Switchback is in operation.4 Even so, mixed ice which forms between -15°C and -5°C
may be faced, and its properties can be similar to both rime and glaze ice (Figure 7).4 Runback
ice is caused by “liquid runback flow and ice accretion in downstream unprotected areas” of the
plane wing.4 Due to the fact that only the top 270° of the cable will be in contact with the
switchback tires, runback flow will likely not be an issue, even if it does occur.

Figure 7. Different types of ice on plane wings. (a) Rime ice. (b) Glaze Ice (area 1) and runback ice (area
2).4

Chemical:
An example of the chemical method is using Ice Free Switch® enhanced with Zero Gravity™
(Figure 8). This was developed with a licensing agreement between Midwest Industrial Supply,
15

Inc. (MIS) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Armes Research
Center to be a safe and environmentally friendly deicing agent for train track switches (Figure
9).5, 6 NASA explains on their website, “This NASA technology was designed specifically for
use as an anti-icing and deicing agent. It is an effective and environmentally friendly,
biodegradable fluid that has proven its capabilities over a broad range of low temperatures. The
fluid is also non-corrosive, and will not damage the railways when applied. It is safe to use with
the electrical wiring associated with railways, because it is not conductive.”6 This description
suggests that it could prove very useful for this project due to the fact that it can be applied to
surfaces without dripping off, and it is environmentally friendly so even if portions did somehow
end up on the ground, it wouldn’t be a danger to the environment.6 The Zero Gravity™ aspect
also means that it would be possible to place completely around the cables without the concern
of it dripping, as it has been successfully utilized by trains and other technologies.6 Due to its
ability to withstand temperatures up to -70°F, which is much lower than the customer required
standby temperature of -40°F, it is a useful substance to consider utilizing in the future.6 Since
the information is straight from NASA, the developers, the information is credible, though
regrettably sparse in terms of information available regarding its ingredients or its coefficient of
friction, etc.

Figure 8. Ice Free Switch,® enhanced with Zero Gravity™, manufactured by Midwest Industrial Supply,
Inc.6
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Figure 9. Train track switch with Ice Free Switch,® enhanced with Zero Gravity™ added.6

Aircrafts face issues related to ice buildup on wings, so de-icing and anti-icing chemicals are
frequently used to both remove and prevent ice.7 As Deborah Chung explains in her book
“Carbon Composites” with over 75 citations, a common method aircrafts use is spraying
propylene glycol to remove ice. This method causes environmental pollution, so it will be
avoided for this project for the protection of the environment.7 Ethylene Glycol and its acetates
will also be avoided; an entire CDC handbook of over 317 pages is dedicated to detailing the
occupational hazards of its exposure and standards for its use.8 There are many alternatives
available to ethylene glycol, but according to the EPA, “...few studies have been performed using
formulated ADFs [Aircraft deicing/anti-icing fluids]. The formulations are considered trade
secrets, and only limited information is currently available on the actual chemical compositions
of formulated ADFs.”9 The EPA further continues by stating, “The fluid manufacturers indicate
that their formulas change often, potentially as often as every year.”9 This lack of testing and
continual change of formulations for de-icing chemicals appears to be a common issue; Ice Free
Switch is just one example among the many products available on the market, and scarcely any
information is available, save for what is provided directly by NASA and manufacturers.5, 6 It
also appears as though no company has done the highly specific research on the exact coefficient
of friction between polyurethane and galvanized steel with compounds such as Ice Free Switch
applied, so such testing would likely have to be done manually if desired as a method. It is useful
to bear in mind that any chemicals applied to the track or cable would have to be thoroughly
tested for their level of friction as there appears to be little to no data available regarding the
highly specific test conditions of the Switchback.
Thermal:
The NASA article related to Ice Free Switch gave the following useful insight regarding heaters:
“Heaters have trouble functioning if temperatures are sub-zero, and they have high rates of
energy-consumption.”6 Luckily, the lowest required operation temperature is 14°F for the
Switchback, so malfunctioning should not prove to be a significant issue. Still it brings up the
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important point that thermal methods do include added energy consumption when compared to
chemical methods which only need to be regularly re-applied, which the article by NASA
mentions can be done at the back of the train without buildup.6
There is a patent which includes heating elements within a cable (Figure 10).10 This is a
promising option, but it would be limited to only helping the cable portion of the switchback and
would mean not meeting the stretch goal of also cleaning the rails if it were pursued as the only
method. Heating elements can also be used to remove ice from train rails and switches, but this
would of course be a separate solution from the heated cable.11 It would also be necessary to do
thorough cable testing to ensure the structural integrity of the cable remains at an acceptable
level. The engineers at Holmes also expressed concerns that replacement of support strands with
heating elements could introduce additional risks to customers, which is especially important to
be mindful of for the Switchback since the cable is thinner than that of the Whoosh. The
temperature would also need to be carefully controlled to remain within the acceptable range,
though this is true for all heating methods.

Figure 10. Cross section of heated cable where the black dots represent the heat elements.10

Another patent described a more unique method of heating the cable which involves applying a
high voltage alternating current at a high frequency to a conductor 30cm away and parallel to the
iced over cable such that the dielectric losses due to the electric field cause the ice to melt
(Figure 11).12 This is a more hazardous of a method since 3-15kV is necessary for such a method
to work. Nevertheless, this is a method specifically designed for ski lifts, so it is not outside the
realm of possibility (Figure 12). If it were to be used, it would have to be modified to account for
the stationary cable of the switchback ride because this patent assumes that the design would be
18

fixed to a ski lift tower while the cable moves. It also requires special insulation around the cable
hangers (Figure 13). If redesigned to suit the needs of the switchback, it may require a complete
redesign of all components which come in contact with the cable to ensure proper insulation.
This redesign may include changing the materials used in all switchback ride supports and
possibly the switchback itself, if it were to be attached to the switchback as a means of
transportation and power supply.12 If high voltage methods end up being used, the OSHA
guidelines on “Working on Exposed Energized Parts” will have to be followed, which includes
useful details such as the minimum air insulation distances when voltages exceed 300V.13 If
voltages exceeding 5kV are used, the “Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)
Standard 4-1995” must be followed.13, 14 While this method may be efficient for ski resorts, it
would likely require redesigning every other component already in place, in addition to adapting
the technology into a portable package compatible with the switchback.

Figure 11. High voltage at high frequency being applied to melt ice dielectrically.12

Figure 12. Fixed device applying the high voltage across a moving ski lift cable.12
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Figure 13. Insulated cable hangers which can move while suspending the cable.12

Another thermal method utilizes a system for de-icing cable transmission lines via switches
connected to lines with conductors lined up in parallel.15 These conductors are coupled in either a
normal mode or a de-icing mode, and the changes are made using the switches numbered 166
and 168 (Figure 14). When these conductors are switched into series, the resistance of that
section of cable is increased thus allowing the ice to be melted in that section. During normal
operation, the couples are configured in parallel by the switches in order to minimize the loss. In
the case that a cable overheats, potentially negatively affecting the system, there is backup
hardware available that ensures low resistance operation is put back in place.15 This method of
solving the problem, ice on transmission line cables, does have some potential safety concerns
and mirroring a similar solution after this method would require lots of thought and precaution.

Figure 14. Trolly wire de-icing using switches.15

When it comes to removing ice with heating, there is a correlation between time and energy use
that must be considered.16 In Hui Li’s book on Nanocomposites, in the chapter related to time
and energy options, it is explained, “...it is impossible to optimize both time and energy because
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the shortest time cost does not usually accompany the most economic energy requirement.”16
Since two of the requirements include both keeping ongoing costs low and keeping speed and
Switchback downtime low, this means that tradeoffs will have to be made. Speed will likely be
prioritized because the complete and thorough de-icing of the cables involves both the safety of
the passengers and the ability to get people back on the ride as soon as possible. This source
further goes into defining a comprehensive index for comparison of these different variables and
may be useful if a heating element option is utilized, as well as including tables with the energy
necessary to melt different thicknesses of ice at different temperatures. For example, since the
minimum required operating temperature of the Switchback is -10°C, “...the optimal heat flux
densities are 1800, 1400 or 1800, and 1800 W/m2 for ice with thicknesses of 10, 15, and 20 mm,
where the minimum time–energy indices are 1.217, 1.34, and 1.331, respectively.” The index
given is a comprehensive index that “accounts for the optimal time and energy efficiency,” so
this indicates that it is more efficient to handle ice that is 10mm before it reaches a greater
thickness like 20mm.16 This is beneficial to know for the project since knowing the optimal heat
flux is useful as a baseline from which the heat flux density may be increased or decreased as
necessary to meet engineering requirements.
It was mentioned previously that aircraft use chemical methods to de-ice and anti-ice, but they
also utilize heating methods, such as an electrically conductive heating pad and/or hot air.17 If the
ice is only melted, there is the potential that the liquid water could flow elsewhere and freeze on
an unprotected area, so for critical areas of the plane, the highly-demanding method of fully
evaporating the ice is used; this requires over 70% of the energy just for the purpose of
evaporation.4 Since this method of full evaporation is so energy costly and is only necessary
when the water may run to an unprotected area, and since the key areas (cables, rails, etc) will all
be de-iced without concern for other areas, “running wet” without full evaporation will likely be
utilized.4
Similar to aircraft, wind turbines often use air heaters with a controlled air temperature of 72°C
which flows over the blades.18 Again, this is beyond the maximum allowable temperature of the
cables, but in this situation if the airflow is used for a brief amount of time (for example, blowing
heat on the cables) then the duration of the exposure to the heat could be controlled by a
temperature sensor which ensures the cable does not rise above its allowed range, or just until the
last of the ice has been melted. If any heating method is utilized whatsoever, the CDC and
NIOSH publication on the “Criteria for a Recommended Standard: Occupational Exposure to
Heat and Hot Environments” will be followed to ensure safe conditions are maintained for both
customers and ride operators.19
Heat cables, also known as heat trace systems, are used to combat ice formation. The heat cables
can either be placed atop locations, like roofs and gutters, or inserted inside things, like pipes and
metal panels (Figure 15). When inserted within a pipe or metal panel, the heat cable will heat the
surrounding metal so that ice will not form on the object’s surface.
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Figure 15. An image of heat cables installed on top of a roof in a zig-zag formation to melt the snowfall
and ice.20

Heat cables are often self-regulating and will adjust their power output depending on the
surrounding temperature and moisture conditions.20 This feature makes them more energy
efficient and keeps them from heating the object to dangerous levels and starting a fire (Figure
16).

Figure 16. A table which shows the wattage a heat cable will output at a given temperature.17

Insulation is used to reduce heat loss for thermally emitting devices and work as a protective
barrier against surroundings. There are multiple options when it comes to insulation, though the
most widely available at low cost are foam, rubber, and fiberglass.21 Some variation exists, such
as sheets of foam insulation with a layer of foil attached, though these rolls are not sold in the
same tube form factor as the foam, rubber, and fiberglass pipe insulation.22 Frost King, a
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common pipe anti-icing and de-icing company, suggests in their instructional video to use
fiberglass pipe wrap for incredibly high temperatures, such as when in contact with very hot
pipes, such as a steam boiler or hot water boiler.23 However, the use of fiberglass is much more
hazardous to humans than the foam and rubber alternatives; according to WebMD, “...exposure
to [fiberglass] may cause intense itching, redness, or a rash. So, it's important to remove
fiberglass from your skin as soon as possible so it doesn’t come in contact with your eyes, nose,
or throat.”24 Due to the need to cut the insulation to size in this project, fiberglass insulation is
not an option due to the risk of painful contact with human skin, etc. Hanging this insulation over
riders would pose a risk to human safety, both to riders and operators, and is thus unacceptable.
The rubber pipe insulation is primarily used for colder usages, such as around a refrigerant line,
and it is useful in pipes with lots of bends.25 The rubber is useful for keeping cold things cold,
and it has the added benefit of preventing water from seeping through. Due to its intended use for
cold applications, it would not be suitable for our use on a hot cable; the insulation is only rated
for use up to 125˚F when used on stainless steel. Armacell stated in their manual, “Do not
insulate stainless steel with AP ArmaFlex if the line temperature is over 125˚F”.26 This
temperature of 52.7˚C is slightly below the maximum temperature the cable may reach, so its use
will be avoided for this project, leaving foam insulation as the remaining viable option.
Mechanical:
Perhaps the most straightforward method of ice removal is the method of applying force in some
manner to break off the ice. One team of engineers working for ODOT (Oregon Department of
Transportation) was faced with the task of removing ice from a bridge called the Veteran’s Glass
City Skyway (VGCS). The falling ice sheets pose a safety risk. The team stated, “No existing ice
anti/deicing technology was found to be practical. Therefore, ODOT elected to manage icing
administratively. A real-time ice monitoring system for local weather conditions on the VGCS
and the stays was designed” (Figure 17).27 With this system, once ice accumulation data
indicates a risk of falling ice sheets, a team of people must manually break off and remove said
ice.27 This is not a feasible solution for the scope of this project, but it serves as useful
information that, currently, any anti-ice solution requires regular upkeep, and in terms of bridges,
this must be done manually whenever the weather monitoring program deems it necessary. This
article regarding the bridge management system, which has been cited 13 times, is useful due to
the fact that it details when the ice is most likely to form and when ice falling is most likely to
occur, which can be useful when determining when to increase the frequency at which the deicing is done due to the high risk imposed by the formation of ice. The master thesis written by
Joshua Belknap, a civil engineer on the team, further detail the tests done throughout the
development of the system.28 Within the appendix of this thesis, a technology matrix was created
which compares nearly 100 different potential methods of ice prevention for the bridge and their
applicability to the project, which shows the depth of thought that went into the decision to
implement a monitoring system that includes human removal of the ice rather than a chemical or
thermal method of automated removal or prevention.28
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Figure 17. Example of the bridge monitoring system display, indicating the need for a team to manually
remove ice after icing conditions have been met for over 10 hours.28

Material:
In terms of emergent technology, Icephobic coatings are in the works such as with the ICELIP
Project, which aims to produce technology suitable for applications ranging from aircraft wings
to train tracks. However, as of yet it is an ongoing project which is not available for use for a
project such as this.29 Even if it were available, it would likely pose a similar issue to the
chemical route in that it may prove unsuitable for traction between the specific material of the
Switchback tires and the cable, and to find out would require testing.
Lowering Freezing Point:
A commonly used method that at first seems similar to the chemical methods but is actually a
physical form of de-icing is the use of substances such as salt to lower the freezing point such
that ice will not form.30 Deborah Chung explains in her book Carbon Composites in the section
regarding “De-icing, Anti-icing, and Heating”, “The deicing of roads is commonly
performed with salt (NaCl), which is often mixed with sand and gravel.
As salt water freezes at −18°C, it is ineffective for deicing at a
temperature below −18°C.” 7 This would be a great solution since salt isn’t toxic, and it
would be sufficient to meet the operating temperature requirement of -10°C, but sadly would not
be sufficient for the -40°C standby temperature requirement, so overnight the frost would form
and would have to be broken off before Switchback operation in the morning. It is also a method
intended for roads, so adapting this method to a cable which would require the substance to stay
on the bottom of a suspended cable may pose difficulties. Margi Eglinton further explains in the
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book Lea’s Chemistry of Cement and Concrete (Fourth Edition) that other methods used to
“depress the freezing point of water” besides salt include ethyl alcohol and urea.30
Combination:
Sometimes heating methods are used in conjunction with other methods, like mechanical
removal. A power line de-icing apparatus, which is currently a patented de-icing device, utilizes
a combination of thermal heating and mechanical scraping technology to remove ice from power
lines.31 The heating coils (11) can be seen in the cross sectional view of the device, as well as the
chisels (10) (Figure 18). This method is fully automated by the use of temperature, ice,
proximity, and motion sensors along with a control unit to be able to detect when ice has formed
and engage the heating and scraping elements when necessary. This device is also able to be
easily placed onto and removed from the power lines due to the device’s housing simply hanging
over the power line.31 Because this de-icing apparatus operates on power lines, it is powered by
the power line using transformers.31 The autonomous technology that this method uses can be
very helpful for the project’s design because of the customer requirement that the de-icing device
be able to be remotely operated. It is also helpful to see that a combination of heating and
mechanical scraping technology, along with the use of sensors to make it automatic, is a viable
option in cold climates. Another aspect of this power line de-icing apparatus that can be useful
for the project is the ease of removal from a cable. This can be beneficial for the Switchback
because it allows for ease of maintenance, which can increase the overall life of the product and
safety of maintenance.

Figure 18. A cross sectional view of a power line de-icing apparatus.31
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Chapter 3: Design Development
The methodology taken to determine the top design concept was to initially determine top
concepts for each of the major functions of the de-icing system. These functions include deicing, anti-icing, catching and removing falling debris, and powering the device. In order to think
about the pros and cons of some concepts, fabricate new ideas, and determine the best option for
each function of the system, decision matrices - known as pugh matrices - were created for each
of these major functions. These pugh matrices were filled with ideas that arose through
brainstorming, discussion, and research, and their criteria was scored in reference to a selected
datum.
It was originally assumed during this stage of prototyping that nothing could be on the top 270°
of the cable since it was a stated requirement that no ice could be on the top half of the cable.
This was, in fact, a false assumption since our team would later discover through further
questioning that materials can, and already are, on the cables - such as connection devices which are less than 1mm in thickness. The true requirement is that nothing slippery may be on
the top 270° of the cable and nothing thicker than 1mm may be on the top 270°.
De-icing
The first function considered was de-icing. Several overall concepts for de-icing, or removing
ice, are included in the following pugh matrix (Table III). Such concepts include an ice scraper,
hot air blower, ice cutter, heating light bulbs, laser, thermal heating, internal cable heating,
flamer drone, and an external heat cable.
Table III: De-icing Pugh Matrix for Holmes De-icer

Through making this pugh matrix, it was determined that the top concepts are an ice scraper and
an external heat cable because they satisfy the most engineering specifications as compared to
the other solution options. This decision was made not just based on the numbers in the table
themselves, but by considering the degree to which each criteria could be met. For example,
while the external heated cable appeared to have good numbers for + and -, it was initially
assumed impossible to implement without either altering the main cable or adding attachments
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on the top half of the cable, which was assumed to be forbidden for safety reasons (at this time,
the team was unaware that it would be acceptable to allow up to 1 mm of material on the top
270° of the main cable. Similarly, flamer drones or anything involving excessively high
temperatures would not be allowed either since overheating the cables could pose an extreme
safety risk which immediately took it off of the list. Internal heating cables appeared to be a fair
idea, but when presented with this option, Holmes Solutions expressed the desire to not have the
main cable, or more than 1-2 of its metal strands, be replaced due to the safety risk involved with
the decreased tensile strength. Lasers were also ruled out due to the major safety concern
involved with shining powerful lasers at metal cables which could possibly overheat the cable or
reflect into the eyes of nearby people. The incredible loss of energy with heat bulbs was the main
reason why heating bulbs were removed from the list; it’d be impractical with the amount of
wasted radiated heat. In the end, the main benefit the Pugh Matrix had was opening up
discussion regarding which possible solutions were the safest, and this was the primary
motivating factor for all our design choices. When compared, the ice scraper was determined to
be the more suitable approach since the team was unsure how they would attach the external heat
cable to the main cable. So, the team chose to first pursue designing a solution using the ice
scraper. In addition to this ice scraper, the team decided it would be best to include a secondary
de-icing mechanism in order to ensure the full removal of ice on the top 270° of the cable.
Additional research indicated that there were multiple options for ice scrapers and heating
elements that demonstrated promising results. One such option for an ice scraper is a heated ice
scraper, where a heating unit will heat the scraper blade, thereby enhancing the ice scraping of
the blade. For the design of the scraper, it would form an arch of 270° (Figure 19). As to be
operable with the railing, this scraper would have been split into two halves that could be
extended and retracted at an angle. The halves would have been extended when covering the
cable and retracted when passing over the railing.
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Figure 19. A scraper, split into two halves, that can extend to form an arch of 270° and retract.

Desired properties for a heated scraper included high thermal conductivity, a high elastic
modulus, low thermal expansion, a high melting temperature, and to be non-corrosive. A
material that exhibits these properties is silicon carbide. Silicon carbide has a thermal
conductivity of 120-170 W/m•°K, an elastic modulus of 370-490 GPa, a thermal expansion of
4.0-4.5 µm/m°C, a melting temperature of 2,730°C, and is corrosion-resistant.32 It would be
preferable to make the heated ice scraper out of this, but first for prototyping, we had planned to
look to heated ice scrapers that are readily available for purchase (Figure 20). The following
heated ice scraper is provided by Sharper Image. Its key features include its ice-breaking teeth,
ability to heat up to 200°C, and connection to a 12V DC power source via a cord. Nevertheless,
the plan of utilizing heated scrapers and carbide scrapers was decided against after performing
preliminary testing using a regular non-heated scraper. It was determined that scraping would
require long durations of targeted back and forth scraping at different angles and forces in order
to thoroughly de-ice the cable. Testing of the purchased hand scrapers led to the conclusion that
scraping would not be sufficient for cable ice removal.
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Figure 20. A heated ice scraper provided by the company Sharper Image.33

The next option to assist in the de-icing of the cable would have been heat blowers. One such
option of a heat blower was a 250W constant temperature PTC Thermistor heating element with
fan (Figure 21). This PTC thermistor heating element uses convection as the primary mode of
heat transfer. Because this option uses convection, which is caused by the fluid - air - moving
over the surface with a temperature different from the surface temperature of the ice, it is safe to
be used around humans. This device has dimensions that allow for multiple to be fit into the front
enclosure profile, with a width of 3.5”, a length of 2.4”, and a height of 1.7”. This means that
three to six of these may fit within the front enclosure with ease, allowing for a wide range of
coverage over the cable to melt the remaining ice. These heat blowers run on 12 Volts DC,
which adds ease to the electrical requirements of the design. Nevertheless, through later
simulations and thermal calculations (described later on), it was determined that heat blowers
themselves are not capable of providing enough heat to melt the ice in the required time.

Figure 21. 250W PTC Thermistor heating element with fan.34

It is worth noting that one of the main considerations with the heating method is the time it will
take to fully melt any ice buildup. By working through the cons of each of these possible
solutions, it was determined that each of the proposed solutions, whether separate or combined,
would likely be insufficient to solve the problem. This struggle to confirm that any solution
could be possible led to further questioning of the original design constraints and limitations;
through this process of questioning all past assumptions led to the realization that it was never
established whether non-slippery substances could be used on top of the cable. After Holmes
Solutions confirmed that there is no problem with small (<1mm) attachments on the main cable,
a separate approach was determined and considered heavily: an 8 W/ft external heat cable
(Figure 22). Heat cables emit heat, which can warm their surroundings through radiation and any
objects or fluids they are touching through conduction and convection, respectively. This device
is powered at 240V and can be bought in segments of 500ft or 1000ft from King Electric. This
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design was originally assumed to be impossible due to the incorrect assumption that nothing
could be placed on the top 270 degrees of the main cable. Upon correcting the engineering
specifications table to reflect this change, the heat cable was determined to be the best de-icing
and anti-icing solution due to its improvements of safety and ability to constantly combat ice
formation. For prototyping this solution, due to smaller segments of an 8 W/ft being
unattainable, 7 W/ft cables provided by Frost King was used for all testing. The reasoning was
that if a 7 W/ft cable can be shown through testing to be capable of de-icing and anti-icing a
cable, it therefore stands to reason that an 8 W/ft cable would also be capable of doing the same
at even lower temperatures and greater wind speeds.

(a)
(b)
Figure 22. An image of the (a) 8W/ft cable by King Electric and (b) 7 W/ft cable by Frost King.35, 36

Anti-icing
The next function considered was the anti-icing function. Several overall concepts for anti-icing,
or preventing additional ice from forming, are included in the following pugh matrix (Table IV).
Such concepts include a chemical dripper, salt deposit, overhead heat lamp, constant scraping,
hot air, inductive heating, and internal heating.
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Table IV: Anti-icing Pugh Matrix for Holmes De-icer

Through making this pugh matrix, and afterwards discussing the drawbacks of each option, the
team worked through the list of each of the options to discuss practical viability. Heat from
inside the cable was removed from the list for the same reasons that it was removed from the deicing list, as well as the overhead heat lamp and heat blower and ice scraper. Inductive heating of
the cable was shown to be extremely dangerous and impractical through calculations due to the
fact that the resistance in a wide steel cable is incredibly low. Lastly, the salt deposit was
determined to be unlikely to work due to the fact that there would be no way to ensure salt would
stay on a wet cable, especially during winds. From this analysis of the options, the team initially
concluded that a chemical dripper would be the top concept to fulfill the anti-icing function. This
chemical dripper would apply an anti-icing fluid to the surface of the cable, which would prevent
additional ice from forming throughout regular operation of the Switchback. Research of
potential anti-icing fluids presented two promising options that may have fulfilled the
engineering specifications. These options included Ice Free Switch and Isopropyl Alcohol. After
careful research, the more promising chemical option was Ice Free Switch. This chemical
solution is manufactured by Midwest Industrial Supply.37 This chemical possesses the ability to
melt ice at temperatures of -70 °F. In addition to its great deicing ability, Ice Free Switch is a
very environmentally friendly option. It is made from green products, biodegradable,
nonflammable, and safe for human skin. The second option for a chemical solution was
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Isopropyl Alcohol. This solution can melt ice at temperatures of -20 °F and can be mixed with
water to provide a stronger or weaker solution.38 Although this solution is effective at melting
ice, it was later found out that the official datasheets for ice free switch list that the substance
does however irritate human skin and is harmful to nature even though previous pamphlets and
advertisements claimed it to be totally safe and environmentally friendly. There were originally
plans to test both of these options to determine how the coefficient of friction would be affected
by their presence, but due to these safety concerns, the substance was no longer considered an
option. Additionally, given the transition from the heat blower and scraper to the heated cable
idea, the anti-icing fluid would have been redundant due to the fact that the heated cable already
provides anti-icing as well as de-icing capabilities.
Moving the Debris
The next function considered was moving the debris. Several overall concepts for how the falling
debris could have been captured and removed are included in the following pugh matrix (Table
V). Such concepts include a scraper and umbrella, a rubber mallet, evaporation, cable gutters,
and trolley gutters.
Table V: Moving the Debris Pugh Matrix for Holmes De-icer
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The concept originally chosen to move debris was not from this pugh matrix but was instead
inspired by the datum used, which requires the use of gutters to catch the water and spray it
behind the trolley. The team concluded that, given the use of both heat blowers and ice scrapers,
not all ice would be melted, and there would have been the possibility of excess anti-icing fluid
from the chemical deposit. Because of this, the team took inspiration from these concepts and
produced two new options centered around catching and holding the falling debris rather than
allowing the debris to fall. These options include a tray and a bag, either of which would be
suspended beneath the trolley to catch any falling debris. The tray would contain hinges that
allow the bottom to be opened and closed to empty the tray following the completion of each deicing cycle (Figure 23).

Figure 23. A sketch of the tray with a hinged door.

The next option to catch the falling debris is to use a heavy-duty, reinforced bag that will have
the ability to clip into a metal frame (Figure 24).
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Figure 24. Sketch of bag with its metal ring and clip.

This bag would allow for the falling debris to be easily captured and emptied after each cycle.
The team concluded that this bag would have been the best method of catching and moving any
debris due to the following reasons: The bag would have enabled the use of different sizes
depending on what Holmes Solutions sees fit. There would be small, medium, and large sized
bags that may be swapped out based on the speculated ice buildup. In addition, the bag would
have been flexible, while the tray would be rigid. This would have allowed the bag to move with
a certain degree of freedom with the natural sway of the Switchback and possible windy
conditions, reducing the chance of ice, water, or chemical spillage from the bag. Finally, the bag
would have ensured less moving parts than the tray, so there wouldn’t be the concern of tray
hinges freezing over. Additionally, hinges and moving parts could allow for corners where antiice fluid could drip through, which would be avoided by using a waterproof bag. The bag would
be much more cost effective than a rigid metal tray. The last benefit of having a bag supported
by a metal ring over the metal tray would be that the bag may be removed whenever necessary
for de-icing excessive ice buildup overnight. Nevertheless, all of these benefits of using a bag
were all contingent upon using a solution which would be attached to the Switchback and
remove ice as it passed over. If using an external heated cable, it would be impractical to try to
catch every drop of water, and besides this it would also be unnecessary since in the absence of
chemical anti-icing materials, drops of water from the cable pose no safety issues. Thus, in the
end, no concepts for ice/water moving were pursued further.
Powering the Device
Finally, the remaining major function that the team considered was the way in which the de-icing
system will be powered. Several overall concepts for powering the device are included in the
following pugh matrix (Table VI). Such concepts include a 120V voltage (one phase), 240V
voltage (two phases), transformer (high voltage), Switchback battery, upgraded Switchback
battery, diesel motor, electric motor, natural gas, and separate lithium battery.
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Table VI: Powering the Device Pugh Matrix for Holmes De-icer
120V
voltage
(one
phase)

240V
voltage Straight from
Upgraded
(two
Transformer Switchback Switchback
phases) (high voltage)
Battery
Battery

Diesel
Motor

Electric Natural
Motor
Gas

Separate
Lithium
Battery

General Safety

S

S

-

S

S

S

S

S

Efficient, causing minimal
to no delays

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

Environmentally friendly,
minimal to no pollutants

S

S

S

S

-

S

-

S

Safe and easy to maintain

S

S

-

S

S

S

S

S

Minimal noise level
less disturbance to wildlife

S

S

S

S

-

S

S

S

Sustainable

S

S

S

S

-

S

-

S

Low ongoing cost

S

S

S

S

-

S

S?

S

No ice on top 270° of cable
(stretch goal: no ice on rail)

+

+

+

+

S

s

s

s

Low upfront cost

S

S

s

-

-

-

-

-

Suitable size
(profile of the switchback)

s

s

s

s

-

-

-

-

Weight

+

+

+

-

-

S

S

-

Reliable

S

s

s

S

s

s

s

-

Safe for customers

s

s

-

s

S

S

S

S

No debris falling on
participants, except water

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

Odorless

s

s

s

s

-

s

-

s

+(if heating entire cable),
-(if device moving along cable)

s

-

-

-

-

2-3

1

0

0

0

0

Remotely Operated
Sum +

2-3

DATUM

2-3
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Sum -

0-1

0-1

3-4

Sum S

13

12

10

2
13

9
7

3
13

6
10

The original conclusion from the pugh matrix was that electricity as a concept in itself had no
downsides, so diesel and natural gas were quickly removed from the list of candidates. The main
drawback to using this pugh matrix was that all the other decisions made based on it were done
with implicit assumptions about what the de-icing and anti-icing solutions would be given one of
these power sources. The decisions were also made without enough information about what the
actual solutions would entail. For example, it was originally assumed that 240V would pose
unnecessary risk if applying a current through the main cable, but this risk would not be present
with an external heated cable attached, which is why the matrix itself was changed. The concept
chosen from this pugh matrix was originally the Switchback battery because it would have been
the simplest, smallest, lightest, and most cost-effective option if attaching a solution to the
switchback. It was also reasoned that the switchback ride will already feature a battery, so any
additional power source or motor would only increase the weight and complexity without
improving the overall design. Many of the requirements would be met equally by all or most
options. The only option which had slight benefits over the switchback battery was the wall
outlet voltage due to the fact that powering a device from the ground would simplify the process
of meeting the remote operation requirement, and the weight requirement would be met as well.
The downside was originally assumed to be that providing power from an outlet wouldn’t be an
option if the device weren’t moving along the cable. In other words, in order to power from the
ground, a device would have to be used which spans the entire ride, such as inserting a heating
element within the cable or adding a line of heat tape to the bottom of the cable. Due to the final
decision to go with the heated cable, and due to the ability of 240V sources to provide more
thorough ice prevention and thus the ability to improve safety overall, 240V was the final
solution for the project.
Design concepts
Two idea concepts were believed to satisfy customer requirements, so they were both further
researched as to discover which would be the best solution. The runner-up solution is explained
in detail in Appendix D, but in addition to the prior discussed incapabilities of the heated ice
scraper and heat blowers, its heat transfer analysis shows unsatisfactory results (as described
below). After this, the final solution is presented, with its heat transfer analysis being later
explained beneath “Chapter 4: Description of the Final Design.”
I. De-icer Device Heat Analysis
Although this first concept (Appendix D) was initially promising, further analysis has shown that
it will not work given the time restriction of no more than a 10 minute ride delay. This further
analysis was performed regarding the heat blower being used to melt the remaining ice. By
calculating the energy required to melt the ice—having the ice transition from -10℃ to +10℃
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temperature—over the course of 10 minutes for 1000 meters, the heat blower was shown to not
be a possible solution. With this time restriction, this first de-icing concept would have to de-ice
at a speed of 1.67m/s. In order to heat a 1/16 inch thickness of ice left on the main cable there
would be a required energy of 46.8 kW, which is highly influenced by the time requirement. This
amount of energy would require an applied temperature of 2475 Kelvin (2201℃). To provide
perspective on the intensity of this temperature, white flames reach approximately 1500℃.39 This
required temperature not only exceeds the allowed cable temperature, but it would be
implausible to create such a high temperature as part of this solution. The details of this analysis
can be seen in Appendix E-1. It is worth noting that this required temperature is due to the
1.67m/s de-icing speed, while the next concept - the external heat cable - is not subjected to the
required deicing speed, for reasons that are described next.
II. Heated Cable
This heat cable setup design (Figure 25) is a thermal approach to ice-removal and combatting ice
formation, powered through a junction box and remotely operated with use of a wifi outlet box.
Its key features include an 8W/ft self-regulating heat cable running along the bottom of the ride’s
main cable. The top of this heat cable will be in direct contact with the bottom 90° of the 19mm
galvanized steel main cable, heating it and melting any present ice so that only water drips off.
To amplify this heat, the underside and sides of the heat cable will be surrounded by
polyethylene insulation. This will all be bound together by a 22 gauge steel spiral wire fixture
(Appendix F) held in tension. It is important to note that this concept is not restricted by the
previously stated 1.67 m/s de-icing speed because, apart from start up and the time it takes for
the heat cable to melt the initial ice buildup (which may be done outside the hours of ride
operation), the heated cable will constantly be running and melting ice during ride operation.
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Figure 25. An illustration of the heated cable concept.
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Chapter 4: Description of the Final Design
The heat cable being used for testing is the largest wattage which can be purchased in small
lengths (under 6 feet); it is 7W/ft. Through testing, it was determined that the maximum
temperature this device ever reached was about 57°C. For the final solution, long lengths of 500
or 1000 feet can be purchased at 8W/ft, which is rated at 65°C. The polyethylene insulation
being used is made by Tumolit and can withstand up to 93°C, which is well above both of the
maximum temperatures of the 8W/ft heated cables.40 For the smallest inner diameter radius of ⅜”
(10mm), the thickness of the wall is also ⅜”, and the rated R value is 2.7, which relates to how
well this particular insulation will prevent heat transfer to the surrounding air.40 This particular
material was chosen for many reasons, such as its shape, availability in long lengths, safety,
resistance to high temperatures, and insulating capabilities. The tube shape can easily wrap
around the heat cable, and it can easily be cut to size such that it will not exceed the allowed 90
degree coverage area of the main cable (Figure 26). The insulation is available for low costs,
when compared with other pipe insulation products, and is readily available at varying thickness
in over 100ft rolls in local stores such as The Home Depot.41

(a)
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(b)
Figure 26. SolidWorks models of this setup. The closeup (a) shows the wire wrapping around the main
cable (gray), heat cable (red), and insulation (black). The more encompassing image (b) represents the
setup with the insulation (present on the left) which is then made transparent (on the right) to show the
heat cable beneath.

To make the design remotely operable, a smart wifi outlet box will be used to power the lengths
of cable (Figure 27). The outlet box chosen can provide up to 40A at 240VAC for a maximum of
10HP, which will be sufficient to power the cable even at the maximum wattage per foot of
8W/ft for the maximum distance of 420ft (5.6HP) and for the wattage of 5W/ft for the maximum
combined distance of 830ft (7.8HP). The device is rated to handle temperatures from -20 to
70°C, and it is designed for outdoor use, so its enclosure is waterproof. The device can be
operated remotely using the app “eWeLink - Smart Home” which is compatible with both apple
and android products. The entire system can be controlled remotely using Amazon Alexa or
Google Assistant through voice commands. In other words, all heat cables within the system can
be plugged into different timer boxes and still be controlled through voice commands on a single
smart device. This device is UL listed, which is a stated requirement on the heated cable
installation guide. The full installation guide (Appendix G) contains a guide on how to trim the
heat cable to size and connect it to this remotely operated junction box.
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Figure 27. Remotely Operable Power Box.42

To cover wider spans of cable lengths, two separately powered heated cables can be used and
terminated in the middle. One useful benefit of using self-regulating cables is the ability to safely
overlap heated cables without causing safety risks. These heated cables can therefore be
terminated and tied together as shown below. Additional cable ties can be used to bind the heated
cables together and to the cable. This 5” termination length can be tied to the rest of the main
cable using either a metal cable tie or the metal attachment wire. Figure 28 shows the use of
cable ties as bindings to keep the heated cables as close together as possible and the metal cable
ties are used to keep the whole setup as close to the main cable as possible. See the appendix for
exact termination instructions. Termination materials are included with the full-length heated
cable. An example of what a terminated cable should look like is provided by the datasheet and
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is shown in Figure 29; the termination is very small and would not pose any issues regarding its
profile.

Figure 28. Diagram showing the termination of the heated cables and their orientation.

Figure 29. Termination diagram of heated cable with heat shrink attached from heated cable data
sheet.
Some recommendations can be made for the type of heat cable required: The heat output
necessary to melt the ice is very location based, so depending on the wind speeds, a higher
wattage cable will be needed. For example, if the wind speeds reach to be an average of 12mph
winds, then a 10W/ft cable should be considered. Due to the self-regulating nature of the cables,
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this means a cable rated at 8W/ft which acts as a 10W/ft below 25°F is ideal for these conditions.
Nevertheless, whenever a larger distance of coverage is needed, cable rated at 5W/ft which
operates at 7W/ft at below freezing temperatures will be sufficient, though may also require ride
operation only in weaker steady winds. Due to the nature of this project, it can be assumed that
many switchback rides will be built with varying lengths. The following analysis is designed to
serve as a reference which can be utilized in selecting the needed wattage and number of junction
boxes to suit both the power and distance needs of the specific ride being de-iced. While the
suggestion of our team is to utilize 8W/ft cables such that the switchback may be operated in the
coldest and windiest conditions possible, calculations have also been shown for the use of 5W/ft
cables, which act as 7W/ft cables at 25°F and below due to the self-regulating nature of the
cable. The reason for these calculations is to show that less wattage can be chosen if longer
lengths of cable are needed to span longer distances. Due to the fact that our testing is with a 3ft
segment of non-self-regulating 7W/ft cable, testing shown later on is applicable to all of these
scenarios and should match most closely with the 5W/ft self-regulating scenarios.
If using 8W/ft heat cables with maximum cable lengths:
The cables are rated at 8W/ft, but may draw as much as 10W/ft at 25°F due to the self-regulating
properties of the cable, meaning that at the maximum length of 420ft (see p. 4 in Appendix G)
the heated cables would require 4.2kW of power, or 5.6HP. This wi-fi junction box can handle
10HP, so 5.6HP is well within the capabilities of the device. This option maximizes the heat
output for maximum resistance to cold and wind and requires at least 8 junction boxes, which
costs $1,120. Figure 30 below shows the electrical connections for a single junction box, and
Figure 31 shows the electrical connections needed for each segment of the ride’s cable where the
ride consists of 4 separate cable segments which are each 840 feet or less. The assumption is that
these cable segments are not electrically connected to one another, so each of the four main steel
cables can be any distance from one another, which may be necessary with long rail segments
between. If half of a main cable is covered by one heat cable of 420ft and the other half is
covered by a second heat cable of 420ft, the maximum distance that can be spanned by a single
cable with this option is 840ft, which is why this option would allow a 1000m ride with 4
separate cable segments to be de-iced. An example of a possible physical layout for this ride is
displayed in Figure 32. The ride itself could have any number of bends or separations, or the ride
could even be one single cable spanning the full 1000m, so long as there are support structures at
the proper distances (labeled “Junction Box & Circuit Breaker” in Figure 32). Bear in mind that
each of these locations must house 2 junction boxes and 2 circuit breakers. There can be a single
circuit breaker panel (80A) with 2 separate branch circuit breakers (40A each) OR two separate
circuit breaker panels (40A) with their own individual branch circuit breaker connections; either
option will work.
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Figure 30. Circuit for a Single Segment of 8W Heated Cable up to 420ft.

Figure 31. Circuit for a Single Segment of Galvanized Steel Cable up to 840ft.

Figure 32. Physical Layout for an Example Ride Using 8W/ft Cables with Maximum Rail
Lengths.
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If using 5W/ft heat cables with maximum rail lengths:
The cables may draw as much as 7W/ft at 25°F (see p.4 in Appendix G). If using individual
wireless junction boxes for each cable segment and using the maximum single run length of
540ft, as shown in Figure 33, the maximum wattage would be 7W/ft*540ft=3.78kW, or 5.07HP,
which is also within the capabilities of this device. This option optimizes the lengths of cables
and would result in needing fewer cables, so 6 junction boxes would be needed at a price of
$840. Using the same reasoning as in the previous case, 2 cables (with a junction box on each
end of the main cable) would allow for the heat cables to span 1080ft. In this case, a ride could
be de-iced which features 3 separate cable segments, each 1080ft in length. The schematic
showing the use of these 6 junction boxes is shown in Figure 34, and the physical layout of
junction boxes and heat cables is shown in Figure 35 where two junction boxes are located at
each cyan square. Part of the benefit of this layout is that extra rail segments can easily be added
between the two junction boxes; there is no need for the boxes to be side-by-side aside from ease
of connection to a single circuit breaker panel with 2 circuit breaker switches for each branch.

Figure 33. Circuit for a Single Segment of 5W Heated Cable up to 540ft.

Figure 34. Circuit Schematic for Example Ride Using 5W/ft Cables with Maximum Rail
Lengths.
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Figure 35. Physical Layout for an Example Ride Using 5W/ft Cables with Maximum Rail
Lengths.
If using 5W/ft heat cables and minimizing Junction Box Usage:
The cables may draw as much as 7W/ft and optimizing to use the fewest number of smart outlets,
the maximum combined length of cables per 40A circuit breaker is 830ft at a startup temperature
of -18C or warmer. Thus, if a junction box is between two segments of main cable, the heat cable
could extend halfway along each section of cable, this halfway point could be 415ft in each
direction (or some other combination of two lengths which sums to 830ft but does not exceed
540ft with either single length segment), 4 junction boxes would be needed to meet the demand
for the full system. Figure 36 shows the circuit layout needed in order to power two heated cable
segments from a single junction box and circuit breaker, and Figure 37 shows an example of a
physical layout for a ride which would match the schematic in Figure 36. This layout minimizes
the cost of the junction boxes to be just $560. This option would put the most strain on the outlet
junction box by requiring that it support a maximum of 7W/ft*830ft=5.81kW, or 7.8HP. While
this amount of energy is high for a single junction box, it is still less than the maximum the
device is rated for, which is again 10HP, so it is sufficient to support the needs of this project,
regardless of the option that the customer ultimately requires for any individual switchback
project.
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Figure 36. Circuit Schematic for Example Ride Using 5W/ft Cables with a Minimum Number of
Junction Boxes.

Figure 37. Physical Layout for an Example Ride Using 5W/ft Cables with a Minimum Number
of Junction Boxes.
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Heat Transfer Analysis
In order to verify that deicing the main cable via the 8W/ft heat cable will work, a transient
thermal finite element analysis was performed using ANSYS on a 1-meter long section of the
main cable. Through this analysis, various important results can be obtained to provide valuable
information regarding the effectiveness of the heat cable solution. These results include time for
the main cable to achieve a temperature greater than the 0°C freezing threshold, maximum
temperature that can be achieved, and temperatures across the entire main cable’s length and
cross-sectional area. The details of the governing equations of this model can be seen in
Appendix E-2.
For a heat transfer analysis, the ambient conditions become critical to ensure that the analysis can
accurately portray a real-life scenario. The conditions being simulated in this thermal model
include -10℃ surrounding temperature, which is the lowest expected operating temperature, a 10℃ initial cable temperature, and a 6mph (2.7m/s) wind speed. This wind speed is the lower
end of the daily average wind speeds as measured by the National Weather Service.43 It is worth
noting that there will be greater wind speeds, but these wind speeds are not expected to be
sustained long enough to greatly affect the heat cable’s performance. In addition to the simulated
conditions, the model will also account for the convection losses, as a result of the wind, and
radiation losses from the surface of the main cable. Finally, the input heat that comes from the
heat cable is simulated across a 6mm contact surface along the bottom of the main cable. It is
assumed that the entirety of the energy will go directly into the main cable due to the insulation
that is surrounding the heat cable. The results of this thermal simulation for an 8W/ft heat cable
can be seen through the cross-sectional thermal gradient (Figure 38).
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Figure 38. Thermal gradient of the main cable cross-section with an 8W/ft cable and 6mph wind.

From this simulation, it can be seen in the cross-section (Figure 38) that the maximum
temperature is at the location of the heat cable, and the minimum temperature is on the opposite
side of the main cable. These temperatures range from 3.15℃ to 3.67℃, which is more than
enough to overcome the 0℃ freezing temperature threshold. It is desired that there is buffer
room to allow for any excessive conditions that cannot be expected or simulated. Additionally,
this buffer allows for room to account for the natural imperfections that may occur through
regular operation of the heat cable, which are not able to be fully accounted for in the thermal
model or in product testing.
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Figure 39. Thermal gradient of 1-meter section with an 8W/ft cable and 6mph wind.

In addition to an analysis of the cross-sectional thermal gradient for the main cable, an alternate
view of the length of the cable offers valuable validation (Figure 39). This view validates the
intuition that the temperature will be constant along the length of the cable, while only changing
across the main cable’s cross-sectional area. This ensures that this solution will be able to be
extended for the entire 1000-meter desired length.

Figure 40. Temperature-Time plot of the 19mm cable with an 8W/ft heat cable and 6mph wind.
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Another valuable result that this transient thermal model offers is a temperature-time plot (Figure
40) to determine the effectiveness of the heat cable over a length of time. This model was
performed over a course of 2000 seconds (33.3 minutes). Note that this plot contains three
distinct colored lines: green for maximum temperature, red for minimum temperature, and blue
for average temperature in the main cable. From this plot it can be seen that the system reaches
steady state by the 2000 second mark, and because steady state is above 0℃, this system will,
theoretically, provide a constant surface temperature of approximately 3-3.6℃. Finally, the time
that the cable takes to overcome the 0℃ freezing threshold is approximately 750 seconds (12.5
minutes).
Following this thermal analysis, it was concluded that the most important factor for the efficacy
of the heat cable is the wind speed. To demonstrate the effect of increased wind speed, an
additional simulation was performed for 10mph (4.5m/s) winds with the 8W/ft heat cable (Figure
41).

Figure 41. Thermal gradient of the 19mm cable with a 8W/ft heat cable and 10mph wind.

It can be seen from the cross-sectional thermal gradient of the main cable (Figure 41) that there
is no point along or within the cable that exceeds 0℃. This is due to the increased convection
losses due to the increased 10mph wind speeds. However, it must be acknowledged that this
simulation accounts for the wind to be held constant, which may not entirely be the case in
implementation of the solution. Although this may not be the case, simulating the possible worst
cases will ensure that the solution will work for the additional gusts of wind.
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Figure 42. Temperature-Time plot of the main cable with a 8W/ft heat cable and 10mph wind.

Similar to the temperature-time plot from the 8W/ft and 6mph wind simulation (Figure 40), the
temperature-time plot for the 8W/ft and 10mph situation (Figure 42) provides valuable
information regarding the heat cable’s efficacy. Additionally, the same color-coded lines remain
the same here as in Figure 40: green for maximum temperature, red for minimum temperature,
and blue for average temperature in the main temperature. From this plot, it can be seen that the
system has achieved steady state by the 2000 second (33.3 minute) mark, concluding that the
additional convection heat losses cause the system to not overcome the 0℃ threshold. Because
of this it was concluded that the wind effects will be a major factor that must be accounted for in
testing.
Following analysis, it is worth acknowledging that there are factors that can cause the simulation
to not accurately reflect the testing. One such factor is that the main cable is actually a
combination of many small, tightly wound steel cables that create the 19mm diameter, but the
simulation assumes a solid bar of 19mm diameter. Because of this, the conduction through the
cable’s cross-section may not be as effective as it would be through a solid rod of the same
diameter. To attempt to account for this, a slightly lower thermal conductivity was chosen for
this analysis to replicate the possible decreased conduction.
An additional major factor is regarding the wind speeds. The highest possible operating wind
speed is 33.5 mph (15m/s), and because the wind speeds will not consistently be at the average
expected 6mph speeds, there may be much more convection losses than being accounted for in
the ANSYS model. There may also be fluctuating levels of radiation; however, this form of heat
transfer is not significant enough to greatly alter the heat cable’s effectiveness.
Finally, the thermal model had assumed that the entirety of the input heat energy from the heat
cable will go into the main cable; however, this may not entirely be the case. The assumption of
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perfect insulation has been put into effect, but in actuality, there are minimal heat losses through
the insulation. These losses are not expected to be significant and will not significantly alter the
solution.
These factors must be acknowledged as the heat cable solution is proceeded with. In order to
account for these concerns and considerations, testing will be conducted. The details of these
tests will be discussed in the testing section.
Satisfaction of Project Requirements
Several key engineering requirements need to be satisfied by the concept. These requirements
revolve around providing an effective product that can operate safely, efficiently,
environmentally friendly, having no falling debris, having minimal ice residue, and being
contained within the previously mentioned size profile. The concept will be remotely operated
through use of Wi-Fi outlet boxes, thus meeting the need for a device with ease of use by ride
operators. The concept will remain within the size profile since the heat cable will only be under
the main cable where the wheels don’t make contact and the only materials on the top 270
degrees of the cable will be under 1mm. The temperature of operation will stay within -10 °C
and 40 °C. No ice will be remaining along the cable due to the effectiveness of the heat cable.
All individual parts of the concept do not contribute any carbon dioxide at the point of use and
therefore there will be little environmental impact. However, the energy needed to power the
heat cable will contribute to carbon dioxide emissions if the supplied electricity is generated by a
power plant that has carbon emissions. Several requirements will need to be tested to ensure that
satisfaction is obtained. These tests include the delay time of the concept, the power used by the
system, the final weight of the prototype, and the maintenance of 0.3 as the coefficient of
friction.
Safety Considerations
The design of this de-icing system presents several safety concerns that must be considered
(Appendix H). The concept will need to operate in temperatures between -10 to 40°C and be safe
during weather conditions including rain, sleet, hail, snow, and high wind. The design will use a
heating device to combat the cold and ice formation. This design can be operated constantly
during operation of the ride such that ice does not have a chance to ever form. Remote app
operation allows timers to be set such that the device can turn on hours before any individuals
arrive on the premises so that any ice that forms overnight can be melted off prior to the
beginning of ride operation. The heating device is self-regulating; hence it will not reach
temperatures above 65°C and will be shielded behind polyethylene insulation that can handle
93°C; it will not pose a danger to people or surroundings. The heat cable setup will be bound
together with galvanized steel wire, hence corrosion of the wire will be minimized. The heat
cable will require 120-240V to be powered. The specific cable chosen is rated at 240V, and per
the guidelines of the installation guide, a 40A circuit breaker will be used with no more than
420ft segments per circuit breaker with 840ft between circuit breaker locations.
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Cost Estimation and Maintenance
In order for a successful prototype to be completed, purchases had tobe made and consequently a
cost estimation has been performed. This cost estimation was made prior to prototyping.
I. Cost of the Prototype and Testing
Off-the-shelf materials and devices have been purchased for prototype setup and testing
(Appendix I). The overall cost for prototyping was $979.56.
II. Estimated Cost of Final Solution
The cost estimation (Table VII) for the final solution has been broken down into three sections:
The main components list per 1000 meters, the daily cost to power the heat cable, and the annual
labor for assembly and dis-assembly.
Table VII: Cost Estimation for Final Solution*
Cost for Main Components

per 1000m

Heat Cable (8W/ft, 240V)

$21,320.41

Insulation

$508.71

Wire

$351.50

WI-FI Outlet Box (240VAC, 40A, 10HP) x 8

$1,119.92

Total

$23,300.54
Cost to Power

Heat Cable

24 hours per day
$65.64

Cost of Labor
For assembly and dis-assembly

Per Year
$2000

*It is recommended that the components be replaced every 2 years.

The price of the main components - heat cable, insulation, wire - per 1000 meters were
calculated using current off-the-shelf prices. These calculations were made assuming that
remaining materials will be used for future maintenance and/or de-icing a separate switchback
ride, thus not leaving any materials unused.
The price of the cost to power the heat cable 24 hours per day was calculated by using the
wattage of the cable to find the kilowatt-hour consumption and taking into account the current
average electricity rate in the U.S. which is assumed to be about 0.1042 per kWhr. Thus, for
3280ft (1000m), with an 8W/ft cable, the hourly cost of 26.24kWhr is $2.73 and the daily cost is
$65.64. Even if the heated cable were to be installed in a location with more expensive
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electricity, the allowed daily operation costs are $1000, which would mean that this solution is
feasible so long as electricity costs are below $1.58/kWHr.
The cost of labor was calculated assuming 80 hours of work for both assembly and dis-assembly
(so, 40 hours each) at $25 per hour. It is worth considering that an increase in the amount of
operable days will correlate to an increase to revenue. The amount of operable days will fluctuate
somewhere between 16.4% being the minimum and 32.88% being the maximum for an area with
a colder climate (Appendix J).
Environmental Design Factors
Several environmental design factors were considered when designing our final solution. These
environmental factors include, minimal material usage, energy efficiency, minimizing hazardous
materials, and disassembly. To minimize the total material usage as well as meet the engineering
specification that all components must weigh less than 250 kilograms for a single point along the
Switchback’s cable, the design of the heating cable solution was focused on minimizing the
material used. Lightweight insulation and a lightweight heating cable were chosen. Additionally,
a possible clamping system was replaced with a 22 gauge wire that will support the weight of the
heating cable as well as ensure proper conduction is taking place along the main cable. On
another note, the energy efficiency was considered when designing the solution. Although the
heating cable itself provides no carbon dioxide emissions, there is the potential for a considerable
amount of pollution to be involved in generating the power necessary to run a heating cable over
a length of 1000 meters for numerous hours over the course of about half a year annually.
Appendix K demonstrates that this heating cable has the capability of indirectly polluting 21.817
pound of CO2 per kilowatt hour, which is based on the national average of CO2 produced per
kWh because of non-renewable power generation methods. It seems that until progress is made
in renewable energy sources, this pollution is unavoidable in many locations around America and
around the world. Nevertheless, if this device is operated during the day primarily in an area with
heavy use of solar panels, such as California, there is the possibility of the CO2 emissions being
approximately none. If operated in a country with very little clean energy production, the CO2
indirectly produced may be far worse than this estimate of 21.8 lb/CO2/kWHr. If operated in an
area which provides energy from hydro-electric power plants, the emissions may be
approximately none for nighttime melting sessions. All in all, emissions will be a highly
location-dependent calculation. The design will feature no hazardous material. Not only does this
meet our project specification, it also means that no hazardous materials will enter the
environment. Lastly, the disassembly of the design was taken into consideration in order to make
the design as easy as possible to replace. Instead of utilizing alternative attachments, like hose
clamps, that require a significant amount of time and labor to install and replace, the design will
feature a 22 gauge wire that can be easily applied and removed. A maintenance crew will travel
along the length of the Switchback’s main cable in a trolley and wrap this wire around the
heating cable and insulation. To remove the wire, simply cutting one end and unraveling the
remaining wire will be far easier than unfastening hundreds of individual attachments.
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Chapter 5: Product Realization
The final design will feature no manufacturing; all of the components of the design were
purchased as off-the-shelf parts from outside sources, as requested by the project sponsors,
Holmes Solutions. Although there is no manufacturing required for the solution, assembly is still
required
During prototyping, assembly was split into five steps. The first step requires the user to run the
heat cable along the underside (bottom 90°) of the main cable. The second step requires the user
to add a strip of insulation to the exposed surfaces - bottom and sides - of the heat cable. The
third step requires the user to wrap the 22 gauge wire around the insulation and main cable with
the heat cable between the two, bounding the main cable, heat cable, and insulation together
(Figure 43).

Figure 43. An image of the prototype displaying how the heat cable setup appears when all components the main cable, heat cable, and insulation - are bound together by wire.

The fourth step requires the user to increase the tension of the wire so that all components are
closely bound together with little to no air gaps (Figure 44). The fifth step requires the user to
turn on the heat cable.
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Figure 44. A tensioner used on a section of the prototype.

When this final solution is used with the Switchback, this assembly will be completed during the
Fall when the temperature starts to drop, and disassembly will be completed during Spring when
the temperatures begin to rise. Assembly will require a maintenance crew to travel the length of
the Switchback via a specialized maintenance trolley and attach the heat cable setup to the main
cable, following the steps previously mentioned. When the time comes for disassembly, the
maintenance crew will cut the wire and unravel it so that the heat cable and insulation can be
removed.
It is recommended that, differing from the 3’ prototype, the heat cable offered by King Electric
be used in the final solution. The other components used for the heat cable setup - insulation and
22 gauge wire - can be interchanged with similar components for the final solution as long as
they meet the engineering specifications. Polyethylene insulation was used in the prototype and
is recommended, however other insulations can be used as long as they are cut to size so as to
not come in contact with the top 270° of the main cable. Additionally, if the insulation type is
changed, testing should be conducted as to see if there is any noticeable effect on the heat cable’s
ability to de-ice and anti-ice the main cable. A 22 gauge galvanized steel wire was also used in
the prototype, and while the material (galvanized steel) is recommended, as long as the diameter
of the wire is 1mm or less, a different gauge may be used.
Using the recommended components, the cost estimation of the components for the final solution
is $23,300.54. This number will be adjusted if components are interchanged.
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Chapter 6: Design Verification (Testing)
Testing Components and Setup
Tests were performed on prototypes of the final design to verify that the concept worked and met
all engineering specifications. For this product it is important to test it under realistic conditions.
This means that for testing, it is necessary to replicate cold temperatures, wind, humidity, and
rain to ensure that the heat cable can perform under all weather conditions that the Switchback
can be expected to operate in. For this prototype testing, a cold-climate testing environment was
replicated with use of an Insignia™ - 5.0 Cu. Ft. Chest Freezer (Figure 45). It can reach
temperatures as low as -23°C.

Figure 45. 5.0 cubic ft. chest freezer used for testing.44
In addition, to simulate winds within the closed freezer environment, an AmazonBasics 3-speed
fan was used (Figure 46). This fan was able to replicate wind speeds of approximately 3-5 m/s
(6.7-11.2 mph), which provides sufficient wind speeds for testing purposes, while also being able
to fit properly within the freezer itself. Testing was performed with the fan remaining on its
highest setting to create a harsher environment for worse case, conservative testing. However, it
should be taken into account that the fan did tend to cause the heat of the cable to circulate,
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which wouldn’t happen during outside testing, so temperatures did tend to rise with fan use, so
further outdoor testing is still advised. Testing which took place did maintain temperatures in the
freezer below freezing, and ice prevention and melting did occur, but additional validation in an
outdoor environment is still advised.

Figure 46. 3-speed fan used during testing for wind simulation.45
Next, humidity and consistent water application to the cables was necessary for frost formation.
The team found that the best way to ensure consistent humidity for frost formation was with a
humidifier. Because of this, a humidifier (Figure 47) was used to maintain a humidity of 85-95%
within the freezer environment. The humidifier was set outside of the freezer, with its connecting
tube inserted into the freezer to pump humidity into the closed system. To prevent humidity and
temperature loss from the freezer as a result of the humidifier hose obstructing the freezer’s seal,
extra insulation was used to cover any gaps between the freezer’s seal.
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Figure 47. Humidifier used during testing for frost formation.46
In order to test whether the heat cable can properly de-ice and anti-ice with rain, an automatic
irrigation device (Figure 48) was attempted to be used to simulate those rain conditions.
Although this showed to be a consistent and automatic method of rain simulation, this irrigation
device presented various difficulties that resulted in it preventing testing. Such difficulties
include the device’s water outlet tube quickly freezing due to the water droplets within the tube.
Additionally, the device captured air in the process of pumping the water through the tube, which
added warm temperatures to the closed system. This resulted in above-zero temperatures,
rendering those tests unusable. Because of these difficulties, a proper rain simulation was not
able to be tested.
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Figure 48. Automatic irrigation system for rain simulation testing.47
Finally, because the freezer is able to have a range of sub-zero temperatures, it was important for
the tests to control the temperature of the system. The team used a temperature controlling device
(Figure 49) to achieve a consistent temperature of -10˚C ± 2˚C. This device attempts to ensure
that the tests are performed at consistent temperatures to prevent additional statistical noise from
fluctuating or too high/low temperatures. The temperature control device uses a temperature
sensor that was placed within the freezer.

Figure 49. Temperature controlling device used for testing.48
The combination of the temperature controller, freezer, humidifier, fan, and irrigation system has
allowed for the best possible simulation of weather conditions given the size of the freezer
available. The final testing setup was created with two separate heat cables, three separate, 1-ft
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main cable segments, steel zip ties, two lengths of insulation, and galvanized steel wire. These
components came together to create three configurations: 2 identical insulated cables and 1
uninsulated cable (Figure 50).

Figure 50. Test setup of main cables and heat cables.

The Design Verification Plan and Report (Appendix L) lists all tests that were performed, and
the target values, acceptance criteria for each test, the testing stage, quantity, start date,
completion date, test results, and notes were recorded for each test. Of what is listed, two
categories of tests - Melt Tests and Ice Prevention Tests - investigated the effectiveness of the
solution. The other tests within this report revolve around testing whether the individual
components either work, or meet the target values required for the solution. These ten tests
include testing ice formation, the heat cable, de-icing, anti-icing, friction, the insulation, noise
level, weight, the ice scraper, and the drip system.
Melt Tests
Melt Tests involved the 19mm galvanized steel cable sections with heat cable attachments being
placed in the freezer under certain conditions. The heat cables would be left off to allow ice and
frost to accumulate. After a specified amount of time had passed, the heat cables would be turned
on to see if they could de-ice the galvanized steel cable sections. The progression of one of these
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melt tests can be seen (Figure 51). During that melt test, frost was accumulated for a 44 hour
period (Figure 51a). Then, the heat cable for the insulated cable was turned on and monitored
over the entire melting process. After 19 minutes of the melt test, it is evident that not all of the
ice was melted off the insulated cable at that point (Figure 51b ). After an additional 23 minutes
of melting - for a total of 42 minutes of melting - the insulated cable can be seen fully de-iced
(Figure 51c), completing the melt cycle.

(a) Cables after 44 hour freeze

(b) Insulated cable after 19
minute melt

(c) Insulated cable after 42
minute melt

Figure 51. Progression of melt testing performed with an insulated cable.

In total, 6 melt tests were performed on various cable configurations. The cable configurations
are as follows: #1 - uninsulated heat cable; #2 - insulated heat cable; #3 - insulated heat cable
(Table VIII). The data collection of the melt tests include cable configuration type(s), present
environment conditions, freezing/frost accumulation time, and a yes/no check of ice remaining
(Table IX). It was discovered that the fan was unable to be used during the melt tests due to it
pushing cold air out of any gaps in the freezer’s seal. This resulted in too high temperatures near
the cables themselves, producing unreliable data. Hence, future melt tests that involve wind
should be performed outdoors in freezing temperatures so that any heated air will not circulate.
So, the only environment condition simulated for melt tests was high humidity. To counter the
loss of the fan in the test setup, the team allowed lengthy freezing times for heavier/thicker frost
to accumulate. Even so, all of the melt tests were successful in melting all ice off of the main
cable (Table IX).
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Table VIII. Cable Configuration Key
Configuration #

Configuration Type

1

Uninsulated heat cable

2

Insulated heat cable

3

Insulated heat cable

Table IX. Data Collection for Melt Tests

Cable Configurations Present

Environment
Conditions

Freezing Time
(hr)

Ice Remaining
(Y/N)

#1, #2, & #3

Humidifier present

17.5

N

#3

Humidifier present

22.5

N

#1 & #2

Humidifier present

23

N

#1, #2, & #3

Humidifier present

27

N

#1, #2, & #3

Humidifier present

44

N

#1 & #2

Humidifier present

48

N

The time that it took for each configuration to melt all accumulated ice and frost off the cable
was also recorded for the melt tests (Table X). The numbers show that the insulated cables had a
tendency to melt faster than the uninsulated cables. It is observed that the longest time to melt the
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shortest recorded time (17.5 hours) was 30 minutes, and the longest time to melt the longest
recorded time (48 hours) was 110 minutes. Hence, when this heated cable setup is used in real
world scenarios below freezing temperatures, it is recommended that the heated cables be turned
on at least 30 minutes to 2 hours before ride operation.
Table X. Time to Melt Data Collection for Each Configuration
Time To Melt (min)
Freezing Time (hr)

Configuration #1

Configuration #2

Configuration 3

17.5

30

19

19

22.5

N/A

N/A

25

23

43

N/A

37

27

47

31

50

44

42

42

42

48

100

110

N/A

Ice Prevention Tests
Ice prevention tests also involved 19mm galvanized steel cable sections with heat cable
attachments being placed in the freezer under certain conditions, however the heat cables would
be left on to see if the heat cables could prevent any ice and frost from accumulating for a
specified amount of time. During an ice prevention test, three cable sections remained in the
freezer with the humidifier on for 72 hours. Only one insulated cable had its heat cable left on
while the other two cables had the heat cable left off (Figure 52a). The heat cable that was left on
successfully prevented frost and ice from accumulating (Figure 52b).
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(a) Cables after 72 hour ice prevention test on one
insulated cable

(b) Close-up view of insulated cable with heat
cable on

Figure 52. Ice prevention tests with 2 control cables and 1 cable with heat cable powered on.

In total, 6 ice prevention tests were performed on various cable configurations. The data
collection of the ice prevention tests - like the melt tests - include cable configuration type(s),
present environment conditions, freezing/frost accumulation time, and a yes/no check of ice
remaining (Table XI). Also, the fan was able to be used during ice prevention tests since the tests
did not have to be monitored through a transparent acrylic slab, hence a better seal was formed
around the freezer’s opening, preventing cold air from escaping. Note that the transparent acrylic
piece served as a window into the freezer to be able to monitor in the prior mentioned melt tests.
With both humid conditions and humid and windy conditions, all of the ice prevention tests were
successful in preventing any ice from forming on the main cable (Table XI). Due to this success,
it is recommended that the heat cables be left on during ride operation as to prevent any ice
formation when the Switchback is in use.
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Table XI. Data Collection for Ice Prevention Tests

Cable Configurations
Present

Environment Conditions

Freezing
Time (hr)

Ice Formed (Y/N)

#1 & #2

Humidifier present

22.5

N

#1 & #2

Humidifier present

48

N

#3

Humidifier present

72

N

#1, #2, & #3

Humidifier & wind present

17.75

N

#1, #2, & #3

Humidifier & wind present

22

N

#1, #2, & #3

Humidifier & wind present

25.75

N

While the main goal of the tests was to ensure that the heated cables are capable of melting off
ice regardless of different circumstances, time data was collected for the different aspects of the
testing setup. It was theorized that more time spent accumulating frost and ice in the freezer
would result in more frost buildup, and it was also theorized that more frost would result in more
time needed to melt ice, but given the difficulty in maintaining consistent testing conditions, no
trends can be concretely made. Wide ranges for error bars are shown as well due to the fact that
there was a high level of subjectivity involved in claiming the time required before a heated
cable was deemed “100% ice free.” Even the position of a heat cable within the freezer could
drastically affect the test results, as well as the location of the humidifier tube. Nevertheless, data
was collected, and is displayed as honestly and accurately as possible in Figure 53.

Figure 53. Monitored Melt Test Data Scatter Plot.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion and Recommendations
With this testing, it was concluded that this thermal approach - which utilizes an external heat
cable - is capable of stopping ice formation on the Switchback cables so that the ride can operate
safely in cold climates and during the colder months of the year. Both insulated and uninsulated
cables are effective, but it is recommended that insulated cables are used due to their tendency to
melt faster than the uninsulated cables. However, the difference in melt times is not statistically
significant.
Once set up and in use, it is recommended that the settings within the app of the wi-fi junction
box be set to automatically turn the heated cables on at least 30 minutes to 2 hours before ride
operation when temperatures are below 0˚C. And to prevent ice formation, the heat cables should
be left on during ride operation.
In colder or windier climates (beyond -10°C), use shorter lengths of higher wattage cable for
better results. See the tables in the “Design Development & Final Solution” section for more
details. For further validation prior to full installation, outdoor wind tests in freezing
temperatures are recommended as opposed to tests in a small, confined space where heated air
may circulate.
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Appendix D: De-icer Device Concept
The de-icer device would be remotely operated and powered by the Switchback battery, had key
features which included a scraper at the entrance, heat blowers in the front compartment, a
chemical sprayer in the back compartment, and two bags beneath (Figure 25).

(a)
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(b)
Figure 25. A sketch of the (a) external and (b) internal key features of the conceptual de-icer design.

The main mode of de-icing the cable with this concept would have been the use of a heated ice
scraper. The team planned to initially prototype with the heated ice scraper by Sharper Image to
test the overall functionality of the heated scraping concept. An ideal ice scraper, as previously
described, would have been made of silicon carbide because of its optimal material properties,
which includes its high thermal conductivity, high elastic modulus, low thermal expansion, high
melting temperature, and non-corrosive characteristics. For testing, ice would have been formed
by creating humidity within a closed environment, which would have been inside of a freezer.
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Testing would have been conducted with the heated ice scraper by Sharper Image to produce a
reference point, which would help to indicate how well it would perform. The plan was to make
decisions on the scraper using testing. A form of an actuator would have been used with the ice
scraper to move and position the scraper halves whenever necessary. The team expected to use a
form of a linear actuator to perform this function. However, this plan of using a scraper in the
solution was later entirely decided against upon hand-testing of a scraper on ice. As discussed
previously, the 250W PTC Thermistor heating element with fan had been selected as the method
of heating for the de-icing function (Figure 26). The final design concept would have utilized
three of these thermistor heating elements, each oriented at different angles, such as shown in the
front compartment of the device, to obtain the full coverage of the desired top 270° of the cable
(Figure 25b). The ability for this heating element to successfully melt the remaining ice off of the
cable would have been determined from the scraper effectively removing a majority of the ice. It
was later found that the amount of energy necessary for ice to transition from -10°C to 10°C is
approximately 46.8 kW, assuming a remaining layer of ice that is 1/16” thick (Appendix E). It is
worth noting that this analysis does not take into account the steel that the ice is in contact with,
it only accounts for the energy of the ice itself. This calculation is conducted for a length of cable
of 250mm and for a time to heat of 0.15 seconds. This 0.15 seconds per 250mm value comes
from the requirement that the device not exceed a delay time of 10 min per 1000m per hour,
which correlates to a speed of 1.67 m/s, or 0.6 seconds per meter. When compared to a layer of
ice that is 1/32” thick, the power required is approximately half, at 23 kW. Because of this, the
thinner the layer of ice remaining after the pass of the ice scraper, the more likely the heating
element will work. This design, therefore, relied heavily upon the assumption that the scraper
would leave almost no ice after making a single pass over the cable. The analysis of whether this
mode of heat transfer, convection, would fully melt the remaining ice would have required
testing of the scraper’s ability to leave almost no ice and how significantly ice and water would
act as an insulator of the cable. This boundary layer of water would act as an insulating surface,
creating a difficult system to analyze. Because of this, the team had decided to proceed with
testing of the heating elements to determine their efficacy and to provide a baseline of how well
convection heat transfer would work for the de-icing system’s time constraints.
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Figure 26. 250W PTC Thermistor heating element with fan and associated dimensions.34

In addition to selecting an appropriate anti-icing fluid, a chemical sprayer would have been used
to apply the fluid (Figure 27).

Figure 27. Chemical Applicator.
The chemical applicator would have been situated in the back compartment, attached behind the
trolley. The chemicals would be stored within a plastic container measuring 6” x 6” x 2”. The
remote operating system would disperse the chemical solution along the cable as the trolley was
in motion and hold the solution otherwise. After the chemical solution would have been sprayed
onto the cable, it would remain there and lower the freezing point. This lower freezing point
would make it harder for new ice to develop. The team would purchase a small sprayer nozzle
that would be inserted into the chemical container and spray the solution. This nozzle would
project the solution onto the required portion of the cable (the top 270 degrees). Further testing
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would need to be performed to establish the best position of the nozzle that would give the most
complete coverage of the cable/rail. After detailed analysis of the performance of the nozzle,
possible improvements to the chemical application system include potentially adding additional
chemical containers and nozzles in the compartment.
The bag would have had the primary function of catching small amounts of debris that fall
during anti-icing and de-icing modes throughout the day, as well as the small amounts of
chemical that may have dripped. The primary assumption being made is that the anti-icing would
have been run with every pass of the switchback across the cable, so there would likely be very
minimal amounts of ice or snow accumulated between ride passes. Thus, the bag need not be
incredibly large for this solution. A key benefit of using bags would be the ability to swap for the
correct bag size with any given pass of the switchback. If there were a large amount of ice on the
cable after a long period of time without deicing, such as 1” of ice, this could mean as much as
80 cubic feet of ice would need to be removed from the top 270 degrees of 1000m of cable. In
other words, in the event of an excessive amount of ice buildup overnight, the bags could have
been removed for the preliminary morning removal of ice where vast amounts of ice would be
knocked off prior to the arrival of customers. Holmes solutions has expressed that this is
acceptable to allow for ice to fall during the initial startup de-icing so long as this is done outside
of the hours of normal ride operation, so this solution met expectations. Different stiffnesses of
bags would have been tested in the future. Ideally there would be enough freedom of movement
such that the ice won’t spill out during turns, though with enough rigidity that the bag wouldn’t
swing excessively.
In the end, it was decided that there would need to be two main modes of operation: de-icing and
anti-icing. In the de-icing mode, in addition to the heaters and chemical depositors, there would
be ice scrapers which move into place when on the cable and move out of the way when moving
onto the rails, which are of a larger diameter than the cable. Passengers would not be present
during the de-icing mode due to the fact that reduced speeds will be necessary to allow for the
scrapers to move into place at the beginnings of the rail segments. The switchback itself has
onboard sensors which can track the position of the switchback along the track. In other words,
the switchback is already capable of slowing down prior to cable to rail or rail to cable
transitions. The switchback would need to be reprogrammed to include these slow downs when
in the de-icing mode. Since the switchback is already remotely operable, any modifications to
include an additional mode of the switchback would also inherently remain remotely operable
from the same control panel as is currently used. In the event that the switchback prototype
couldn’t be obtained by the team for this project, a separate microcontroller could instead be
used with the assumption that a signal could be obtained which indicates the position on the
track. Using this data, the microcontroller could then use internal timers to coordinate scraper
motion, as well as turning the heaters and chemical depositors on and off.
The anti-icing mode would also feature the heaters and chemical depositors, but the scrapers
would remain constantly retracted. With this separate mode, customers could enjoy the ride
without any additional speed reductions. The key benefit to having these two modes of operation
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would have been the reduction of ride downtime by allowing customers to participate in the ride
during anti-icing. Nevertheless, there would still have to be downtime for the occasional de-icing
sessions. By removing any ice that has attempted to form using the heaters and preventing ice
from forming with chemical depositors, forming ice could ideally be prevented without the need
for slowing down to deploy scrapers. In other words, the two modes of operation prevent all time
delays throughout the hours of operation.
A Finite State Machine (FSM) diagram shows the general flow planned regarding programming
(Figure 28). The device would remain in Idle Mode until interaction with the modified
switchback control panel. In this FSM, after the start button is pressed, components are booted
up in the initialization mode. The subsequent Anti-Icing Mode and De-Icing Mode are as
described above. Since the De-icing mode requires that there must not be any people present on
the ride, it is not possible to change from anti-icing mode to de-icing mode, but it is possible to
change from de-icing mode to anti-icing mode. At any time in either mode, the last shutoff mode
can be initiated such that the scrapers immediately retract and the heater and chemical sprayer
cease operation. While it wouldn’t be dangerous for the customers to be on the ride during the
de-icing mode, the slow downs would be undesirable, so accidental transition into de-icing mode
would have been avoided.

Figure 28. Finite State Machine.
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Appendix E: Detailed Supporting Analysis
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Appendix F: Final Drawings
SolidWorks drawing of the separated main components:
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Appendix G: Vendor Supplied Component Specifications and Data Sheets35
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Appendix H: Safety Checklist
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Appendix I: List of Vendors, Contact Information, and Pricing
Purchased Material for Prototyping:
Part

Cost per

Quantity

PTC Thermistor Heater Element With Fan

$24.79

3

Brass Scraper

$12.99

1

Galvanized Steel Sheet 0.028”x12”x12”

$15.06

1

Spring Scale 0-30N

$15.91

1

Ice Free Switch

$87.80

1

Chemical tray

$17.99

1

Frost King HC3A Automatic Electric Heat Kit Heating Cables, 3 Feet,
Black

$21.15

1

Frost King HC6A Automatic Electric Heat Cable Kits, 6ft x 120V x 7
Watts/ft, 6 Feet, Black

$25.66

2

Stainless Steel Hose Clamp Set - 3/4''–1-1/4''

$11.99

1

Stainless Steel Hose Clamp Set - ⅝”-1”

$6.99

1

Solid ¾” Bar of Galvanized Steel

1ft:
$7.78

1 of each

3ft:
$13.35
6ft:
$21.69
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Galvanized Steel Cut Pipe

12in:
$5.53

1 of each

3ft:
$28.72
6ft:
$30.55
5.0 Cu. Ft. Chest Freezer

$189.99

1

Thermometers

$5.98

3

Galvanized Steel Cable ¾”

$96.50

1

Metal zip ties

$9.99

1

22 Gauge Wire

$6.99

1

Wind Speed Meter

$17.95

1

Fan

$15.59

1

Gloves

$20.42

1

Scissors

$7.64

1

Acrylic sheet

$31.98

1

Mister

$55.99

1

Temperature maintainer

$33.99

1

(One 10’ segment, one 6’ segment, one 3’ segment, one 2’ segment, four
1’ segments)
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$7.17

22 Galvanized Steel Gauge Wire

$14.99

Tensioner kit

$9.86

Wire tensioners (for 1mm wire)

$7.20

Insulation duct tape

$39.99

Drip system

$59.39

Wood coat rack

$979.56

Total
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1
1
1
1
1
1
N/A

Appendix J: Revenue Increase Hand Calculations
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Appendix K: CO2 Efficiency Calculations
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Appendix L: Design Verification Plan and Report
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